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lecules with strong coupling:
harvesting triplet excitons in organic exciton
microcavities†‡
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Exciton-polaritons are quasiparticles with mixed photon and exciton character that demonstrate rich

quantum phenomena, novel optoelectronic devices and the potential to modify chemical properties of

materials. Organic materials are of current interest as active materials for their ability to sustain exciton-

polaritons even at room temperature. However, within organic optoelectronic devices, it is often the

‘dark’ spin-1 triplet excitons that dominate operation. These triplets have been largely ignored in

treatments of polaritons, which instead only consider the role of states that directly and strongly interact

with light. Here we demonstrate that these ‘dark’ states can also play a major role in polariton dynamics,

observing polariton population transferred directly from the triplet manifold via triplet–triplet

annihilation. The process leads to polariton emission that is longer-lived (>ms) even than exciton emission

in bare films. This enhancement is directly linked to spin-2 triplet-pair states, which are formed in films

and microcavities by singlet fission or triplet–triplet annihilation. Such high-spin multiexciton states are

generally non-emissive and cannot directly couple to light, yet the formation of polaritons creates for

them entirely new radiative decay pathways. This is possible due to weak mixing between singlet and

triplet-pair manifolds, which – in the strong coupling regime – enables direct interaction between the

bright polariton states and those that are formally non-emissive. Our observations offer the enticing

possibility of using polaritons to harvest or manipulate population from states that are formally dark.
Introduction

The exploration of new material properties typically faces
signicant practical constraints from cumbersome synthesis
andmorphological control. In recent years, however, it has been
shown that many materials properties can be non-synthetically
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tuned with conned light elds to form exciton-polaritons1–3 or
vibro-polaritons,4–6 pointing the way to an entirely new eld of
microcavity-controlled chemistry.7–11 These exciton-polaritons
are quasi-particles mixing light (photon) and matter (exciton)
components, leading to rich quantum effects12–16 and potential
optoelectronic applications.2,3,7,17–21 Exciton-polaritons are
formed by placing a semiconductor or dye between two mirrors
to create a Fabry–Perot microcavity in which light of the correct
angle and wavelength can be trapped (Fig. 1a). If the material
within the cavity has a strong exciton absorption, in resonance
with the trapped photon mode, the exciton and photon can
couple and form hybrid polariton states (Fig. 1b). As a conse-
quence of the mixed exciton-photonic character of these states,
a measurement of reected light as a function of incident angle
demonstrates the typical dispersion shown in Fig. 1c, with the
upper polariton branch (UPB) and lower polariton branch (LPB)
split around the excitonic energy.

Most studies of exciton-polariton physics have focussed on
inorganic semiconductor systems.12,13,16–18 In comparison,
organic materials have the advantage of high oscillator
strength,22 affording much stronger light-matter coupling that
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354 | 343
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Fig. 1 Strong light-matter coupling in optical microcavities. (a) Microcavity structure. A thin film of organic semiconductor or dye dispersed in
neutral polymer matrix is deposited in the cavity defined by the two mirrors, here Ag. The thickness of the cavity determines the energy of the
confined photonic mode and thus the profile of the electric field inside the cavity, shown here for the l-mode. Reflection and emission from the
cavity aremeasured as a function of angle q, with 0� defined as normal to the cavity surface. (b) When the cavity mode and the excitonic transition
of the semiconductor are near resonance, these two states can couple, forming hybrid upper and lower polariton states. (c) Unlike the exciton
(blue), the cavity mode (gold) exhibits distinct angular dispersion. Coupling between the two yields dispersed polariton branches, with char-
acteristic anti-crossing at the exciton energy. Shading indicates the degree of photonic (gold) vs. excitonic (blue) character in the state. (d) Typical
excitonic processes possible within organic semiconductor films. IR: intermolecular relaxation, (R)ISC: (reverse) intersystem crossing, TTA:
triplet–triplet annihilation, DF: delayed fluorescence. Solid arrows indicate processes known to modify exciton-polariton emission dynamics,
while dashed arrows show processes not typically explored within microcavities.
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can result in Rabi splittings between the UPB and LPB in the
range 0.1–1e V.1,2,22–25 Organics also have low dielectric
constants (3r typically 2–4). Consequently, photoexcitation
results in bound electron–hole pairs known as Frenkel excitons,
with binding energies on the order of 0.5–1 eV. Such high
binding energies mean exciton-polaritons are stable and can
even condense at room temperature; the latter phenomenon
has been observed now in several organic semiconductor
microcavities.14,26,27 The tightly bound Frenkel excitons also
exhibit complex photophysics, with numerous radiative and
non-radiative decay pathways possible following initial photo-
excitation (Fig. 1d).28 These pathways are also active within
microcavities, specically in the ‘exciton reservoir’ of uncoupled
intracavity states, and it is typically expected that they proceed
similarly to in free lms. They are rarely treated in detail in
organic exciton-polariton studies, where the focus is primarily
on ‘bright’ singlet (spin-0) excitons. However, it has been shown
that the polariton emission dispersion and dynamics can be
signicantly inuenced by population transfer from the reser-
voir – the parent bright state29–31 or weakly emissive excimers
formed by intermolecular relaxation32,33 – and theoretical
attention increasingly has started to turn to the impact of other
non-radiative photophysical processes.9–11,34

We focus here on the role in these systems of triplet (spin-1)
excitons. An additional consequence of the low dielectric
344 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354
constant of organic materials is a large exchange energy, which
results in the lowest triplet exciton being located >0.5 eV below
the rst singlet exciton.35 Triplet excitons and their manage-
ment are critical in organic semiconductor devices such as
displays and solar cells.35–38 For example, 75% of excitons
formed by electron–hole recombination in optoelectronic
devices are triplets due to spin statistics. Triplets are a main
reason for the absence of continuous optically pumped organic
lasers, but could be useful in solar cells.37,38 Triplets can be
generated from singlet excitons via intersystem crossing, which
is generally slow (ns or longer) due to weak spin–orbit coupling.
Once formed, return to the ground-state requires a spin-ip.
Therefore, triplets cannot be directly photoexcited and, in
typical organic materials, are non-emissive and long-lived
([ms).

Only states with large oscillator strength couple to the
photon in a microcavity, with triplet states considered a loss
channel in organic exciton-polariton systems.25 However, states
within the reservoir – including triplets, as we demonstrate here
– can interact with the polaritons. It has recently been shown
that polaritons can be used to alter the decay lifetime of weakly
emissive triplet states, and it was suggested this was due to
efficient reverse intersystem crossing from the triplets into the
lower polariton.39 A caveat in that study is that transfer into the
lower polariton was not directly resolved, and subsequent
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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theoretical and experimental work indicates that, for a broad
range of materials, this process could be less efficient than the
intrinsic reverse intersystem crossing channel.40,41 Moreover,
both experimental studies have focused on materials where the
triplet state is already partially emissive.39,40 Similarly, a recent
report on tetracene single crystals studied delayed emission
caused by triplet–triplet annihilation.42 This process is well
known in the bulk material and results in substantial emission
from the reservoir of triplet states.43,44 Upon strong coupling to
localised surface plasmon resonances the crystal exhibited an
enhancement of both prompt and delayed emission in the
strong-coupling regime.42 The mechanism of this effect is
unclear, though the facile conversion between singlet and
triplet manifolds suggests that radiative pumping32 may play
a role. Signicantly more work is needed to understand if and
how ‘dark’ triplet states – the most common type in organic
semiconductors – can interact with the polariton. This problem
takes on particular importance in light of the continued prog-
ress in electrically injected polariton devices,18–20 where triplets
can no longer be ignored. Just like with electrical injection,
a very large reservoir of triplets can be generated by photoexci-
tation in somematerials, making them excellent model systems
for the detailed study of polariton–triplet interactions. Large
triplet populations can be optically generated in materials with
strong spin–orbit coupling resulting in fast intersystem
crossing25 or in materials in which the exchange energy is so
large that the singlet energy is approximately twice the triplet
energy. In the latter, photoexcitation into the singlet state
results in formation of two triplets through singlet exciton
ssion.28,45

We use both intersystem crossing and singlet ssion to
optically generate triplets and show how triplet excitons interact
with polariton states. We nd that strong coupling creates
entirely new radiative channels that are unavailable in the bare
lm. The microcavity allows us to extract light from these ‘dark’
triplet states, ‘tilting’ the system towards photon emission in an
excitonic analogue to the tuning of chemical reactivity enabled
by strong-coupling to molecular vibrational transitions.6 This
results in ultra-long-lived polariton emission and the potential
for harvesting ‘dark’ triplets in devices. We propose a mecha-
nism based on population transfer between the different state
manifolds and the new pathways that emerge under strong
coupling, and we show that even though the dynamics are
dominated by transfer between the dark triplet and singlet
states at early times, an efficient channel of conversion of triplet
states to light-emitting polariton modes is predominant at long
times. The small but non-zero coupling between these dark
excitonic states and the polariton stems from the widespread
phenomenon of excited-state mixing, which could open the way
to using strong light-matter coupling to manipulate the
dynamics of states that do not interact directly with light.

Results
Polariton emission from triplet–triplet annihilation

A common way to study triplet excitons is through delayed
uorescence, which can occur through the spin-allowed
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
conversion of two triplets into one singlet exciton, known as
‘triplet–triplet annihilation’.28,46 The resulting emission
approximately tracks the �ms lifetime of the triplet population
rather than the (‘prompt’) �ns singlet lifetime. One of the best-
characterised triplet–triplet annihilation systems is the blend of
diphenylanthracene and metal porphyrins used for photon up-
conversion,47,48 as shown in Fig. 2. We depict the photophysics
of this system schematically in Fig. 2b: directly exciting the Pt–
porphyrin at 532 nm initiates efficient intersystem crossing
(<100 fs),47 producing triplets that can transfer to diphenylan-
thracene where triplet–triplet annihilation produces ‘up-con-
verted’ delayed uorescence at a signicantly shorter
wavelength than the original excitation. In solution, the long
triplet lifetimes allow this process to occur with high quantum
efficiency.46,49

In order to understand how triplets behave in microcavities,
we need to study delayed uorescence in the solid state, rather
than solution. We therefore prepared lms of diphenylan-
thracene/Pt–porphyrin/polystyrene blends with a ratio of
50 : 1 : 15. The polystyrene is used to aid mixing between the
two active materials and reduce lm roughness. Films and
microcavities were encapsulated in inert atmosphere to protect
against oxygen quenching of triplets50 (see ESI,‡ Methods). The
absorption of a control, non-cavity lm is shown in Fig. 2c.
Emission behaviour of the lms is consistent with literature.47,48

As expected, excitation within the Pt–porphyrin band (532 nm)
produces up-converted diphenylanthracene uorescence (400–
500 nm). However, as with other solid-state up-conversion
systems, we also observe strong Pt–porphyrin phosphores-
cence (650 nm) due to phase separation.47,48

Fig. 2c shows a reectivity map of a microcavity containing
the diphenylanthracene blend, as a function of incident angle
and wavelength. The dips in microcavity reectivity never cross
the bare exciton energy (blue dashed). This ‘anti-crossing’ is
a signature of strong light-matter coupling and polariton
formation, and the absorbing states are thus split into polariton
branches. Transfer-matrix modelling based on measured
optical parameters conrms strong coupling in this structure to
the diphenylanthracene S1 state (Fig. 2c, lines and circles).
There is no evidence of strong coupling to the much weaker Pt–
porphyrin absorption (ESI, Fig S1‡). Microcavity emission
originates from the lower polariton branch (Fig. 2c, right),
whether we excite the strong-coupled diphenylanthracene
directly (355 nm, dashed) or the uncoupled Pt–porphyrin
(532 nm, shaded). In the latter case photoexcitation generates
a reservoir of uncoupled triplet excitons, therefore the micro-
cavity emission must be due to up-conversion through triplet–
triplet annihilation, similar to the single-crystal tetracene
result42 but without direct photoexcitation of the material which
undergoes strong coupling (here, the DPA dark reservoir of S1
states).
Long-lived triplet-derived emission in microcavities

We explore how this triplet harvesting process is affected by
strong coupling using time-resolved measurements. Because
the processes of interest are intrinsically slow, we apply high-
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354 | 345
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Fig. 2 Sensitised photon up-conversion. (a) Molecular structures of active components used in photon up-conversion system. (b) Simplified
schematic of photon up-conversion, details in main text. ISC: intersystem crossing, TET: triplet energy transfer, TTA: triplet–triplet annihilation.
(c) Reflectivity map of photon up-conversion blend within a Ag–Ag microcavity. Comparison with absorption spectrum (upper right, dark blue)
and transfer matrix modelling (lines, circles) confirms strong coupling, characterised by anti-crossings at the 0–0 and 0–1 energies (dashed).
Details of transfer matrix model in ESI,‡Methods. All emission comes from the lower polariton branch (LPB), whether excitation is resonant with
diphenylanthracene (355 nm, lower right, dashed spectrum) or PtOEP (532 nm, lower right, shaded spectrum). Emission is collected with a NA ¼
0.76 lens and thus effectively integrates along the entire dispersion (�45�). (d) Decay kinetics of diphenylanthracene/exciton-polariton emission
following excitation of PtOEP at 532 nm reveal enhanced lifetime in microcavity (dark) vs. bare film (light). All emission on these timescales arises
from triplet–triplet annihilation. Incident power (film: 50 mW, microcavity: 150 mW) yields�2x greater excitation density in the microcavity, which
should result in faster intrinsic depletion of triplets.
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sensitivity gated photoluminescence measurements to resolve
the dynamics on long timescales. We observe no change in
emission lineshape over the full lifetime (ESI, Fig S11‡). Aer
accounting for the differences in absorbed laser power between
lm and microcavity samples (details in ESI,‡ Section 1.4), we
nd that the lifetime of emission in the microcavity is distinctly
longer than in the lm (Fig. 2d). This is the case even though the
microcavity is excited at �2x higher absorbed laser power,
resulting in a 2x higher triplet population that, naively, should
accordingly undergo faster bimolecular annihilation and
exhibit a faster decay of delayed emission. As noted above, all
emission on these timescales originates from triplet–triplet
annihilation within the reservoir of uncoupled excitons, and we
conclude that the microcavity enables harvesting of an addi-
tional long-lived species. This change in lifetime is surprising
and requires further investigation. We noticed that this ternary
blend undergoes laser-induced phase segregation, making
detailed studies on this system difficult. We therefore apply the
346 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354
same approach to two simpler reference systems with a single
active component.

Diketopyrrolopyrrole thiophene (DPPT, Fig. 3a) is the base
unit for polymers exhibiting high charge-carrier mobility in
thin-lm transistors, recently used in electrical-injection
polariton OLEDs.20 DPPT monomers are also known to
undergo intersystem crossing in the solid state (Fig. 3b).51 Films
were prepared containing DPPT dispersed in polystyrene matrix
(1 : 4 DPPT : polystyrene). Reference photoluminescence
measurements on these lms reveal delayed uorescence which
is quenched by oxygen and a non-linear intensity dependence,
suggesting the weak delayed uorescence in DPPT results from
bimolecular triplet–triplet annihilation. All subsequent
measurements were performed on lms or microcavities
encapsulated in an oxygen-free environment, unless specically
stated.

Within DPPT-based microcavities, Fig. 3c, we observe a clear
anti-crossing at the 0–0 peak, while the second peak in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 3 Delayed emission in single-component film. (a) Molecular structure of DPPT. (b) Simplified schematic of DPPT film photophysics, details in
main text. ISC: intersystem crossing, TTA: triplet–triplet annihilation. (c) Reflectivity map of DPPT : polystyrene film within a Ag–Ag microcavity.
Comparison with absorption spectrum (right) and transfer matrix modelling (lines, circles) confirms strong coupling to the 0–0 transition. All
emission arises from the lower polariton branch (LPB). Emission is collected with a NA¼ 0.76 lens and thus effectively integrates along the entire
dispersion (�45�). (d) Integrated photoluminescence kinetics over full emission band for bare film (light) and microcavity (dark) following
excitation at 532 nm. Enhanced microcavity emission matches the ‘delayed’ regime, in which contributions from triplet–triplet annihilation are
significant. (e) Comparison of encapsulated (solid) and oxygen-exposed (open) films and microcavities reveals nearly identical dynamics in the
prompt decay regime. The polariton-induced enhancement on long timescales disappears in the O2-exposed microcavity, confirming it arises
from triplet excitons. Encapsulated microcavity kinetic is reproduced from panel d.
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absorption appears to be in the weak/intermediate-coupling
regime. Similar to the diphenylanthracene cavities, we attri-
bute the anti-crossing states to polariton branches, and emis-
sion is again entirely from the lower polariton branch.
Comparison of the lm and microcavity emission kinetics in
Fig. 3d reveals that the prompt uorescence dynamics remain
unchanged. However, delayed uorescence from triplet–triplet
annihilation once again exhibits a longer lifetime in the
microcavity. By contrast, in a reference material INDB in which
we observe no contribution to emission in the bare lm from
triplet–triplet annihilation, we also observe no enhancement of
long-lived emission in microcavities (ESI, Fig. S3 and S4‡).
Likewise, when we quench the triplets in DPPT through expo-
sure to oxygen,50 the polariton-induced enhancement observed
in Fig. 3d disappears (Fig. 3e; encapsulated microcavity data is
reproduced from panel d).

In short, we observe that the lifetime of delayed emission can
be increased through strong light-matter coupling to form
exciton-polaritons. This process is directly correlated with the
triplet population, and if these dark, uncoupled triplet states are
quenched or absent there is no enhancement. We attribute this
behaviour to population of polariton states via triplet–triplet
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
annihilation from a reservoir of dark, uncoupled triplet excitons,
but there must be an additional factor to provide a longer lifetime
than observed in thin lms. We propose that this effect arises
from a distinct longer-lived, non-emissive state that can transfer
population to the polariton, namely the high-spin triplet-pair
states that arise from the encounter of two spin-1 triplets (see
Discussion below). Detailed analysis of the enhancement in
diphenylanthracene and DPPT microcavities is complicated by
the bimolecular nature of triplet–triplet annihilation: it also
depends on (non-uniform) morphology, exciton diffusion and
excitation density. We thus turn instead to a system capable of the
reverse process, singlet ssion, in which a single photon can
generate both of the necessary triplets, which then undergo
geminate triplet–triplet annihilation.28,45,52–54
Singlet ssion and quintet harvesting in microcavities

We use polycrystalline lms of TIPS-tetracene (Fig. 4a), which has
been thoroughly characterised with a range of complementary
spectroscopic techniques (optically detected magnetic resonance,
transient and/or magnetic eld-dependent -absorption, -photo-
luminescence and -EPR).54–57 These measurements have
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354 | 347
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Fig. 4 Singlet fission into bound TT within a microcavity. (a) Molecular structure of TIPS-tetracene. (b) Simplified schematic of TIPS-tetracene
photophysics, details in main text. All processes are potentially reversible, leading to delayed fluorescence from triplet–triplet annihilation. (c)
Reflectivity map of a pure TIPS-tetracene film within Ag–Ag microcavity. Comparison with absorption spectrum (right) and transfer matrix
modelling (lines, circles) confirms strong coupling to multiple vibronic transitions. Emission is from the lower polariton branch (LPB). Emission is
collected with a NA¼ 0.76 lens and thus effectively integrates along the entire dispersion (�45�). (d) Integrated photoluminescence kinetics over
full emission band for bare film (light) and microcavity (dark) following excitation at 532 nm. All emission on these timescales arises from triplet–
triplet annihilation.
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established a detailed picture of the excited-state and spin-
dependent dynamics, which we directly rely on here. Rapid
singlet ssion from S1 generates the spin-0 triplet-pair state 1(TT).
This can then evolve into higher-spin pair states such as
5(TT),56,58–60 as well as a mixed-spin state 1(TT)–5(TT),55 on sub-ms
timescales. Unlike the bimolecular triplet–triplet annihilation
above, this evolution does not depend on exciton diffusion,
allowing us to temporally isolate the contribution of high-spin
states in microcavities.

Just as in the photon up-conversion blend and DPPT, we
consider the photophysical dynamics of the thin lm to be
active also within the exciton reservoir of our microcavities, and
we outline the basic progression in TIPS-tetracene here
(Fig. 4b). In these lms, singlet ssion occurs within 50 ps,54

well within our instrument response of 4 ns. The singlet and
1(TT) states are very similar in energy resulting in a dynamic
equilibrium and weak delayed uorescence. Over time, this
bound triplet-pair state adopts increasing 5(TT) character56 and
the lms become non-emissive. This explains the fact that while
the total triplet-pair population, probed with transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy (Fig. 5, solid line), does not decay signicantly
348 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354
over ms timescales, the delayed uorescence (Fig. 5, open
circles) does.54 It also explains the presence of 5(TT) on micro-
second timescales, probed with time-resolved electron para-
magnetic resonance (Fig. 5, dashed line).56 This process
probably relies on off-diagonal dynamic disorder or triplet-
hopping that promotes uctuations in the spin-exchange
coupling,61–64 see discussion below. On very long timescales
(>ms), spin dephasing yields pairs of triplets with independent
spins that nonetheless remain bound.54,56 Due to this binding,
the predominant triplet–triplet annihilation processes in TIPS-
tetracene are geminate on all timescales,54 meaning annihila-
tion occurs between triplets formed from the same parent
singlet state and the same absorbed photon. As a result, the
normalised delayed uorescence kinetics show no dependence
on excitation density allowing straightforward direct compar-
ison of microcavity and lm dynamics.

Within microcavities we observe strong coupling throughout
the TIPS-tetracene absorption band and clear polariton
branches, Fig. 4c. As above, emission is predominantly from the
bottom of the lower polariton branch independent of the energy
offset between S1 and the cavity photon at 0�, the ‘detuning’.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 5 Identification of the 5TT contribution. (a) Reproduction of the
TIPS-tetracene film and microcavity emission kinetics from Fig. 4d,
compared with time-correlated single photon counting (circles, ref.
54), transient absorption (solid, ref. 54) and electron paramagnetic
resonance (dashed, ref. 56) kinetics previously reported for equivalent
polycrystalline films. The long-time enhancement in microcavities
coincides with observations of high-spin 5(TT). (b) Rate model used to
describe dynamics within the exciton reservoir. TTbright are triplet-pair
states that directly mix with S1. TTdark states are unable to efficiently
repopulate S1. Rates shown are from fitting to published data. A similar
model would describe diphenylanthracene : PtOEP or DPPT, replacing
kSF with kISC directly to the (single) triplet states and including the
effects of exciton diffusion within kspin. Nonradiative decay (from all
states) and radiative decay (from S1, LPB) omitted for clarity.
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Relative to the bare lm, the pre-100 ns microcavity emission is
only weakly perturbed, Fig. 4d. However, beyond 100 ns the
microcavity shows a signicantly enhanced long-lived tail.

This effect is qualitatively reproduced for a wide range of
exciton-photon detunings, though the magnitude of enhance-
ment varies between microcavities (ESI, Fig. S9‡), and the polar-
iton population distribution along the LPB points to the existence
of multiple broad energetic resonances (ESI, Fig. S10‡). We
observe the same behaviour in samples where the TIPS-tetracene
active layer is physically separated from the Agmirrors with 20 nm
spacer layers (ESI,‡ Section 4.2). This effect cannot be induced
through any of the individual sample fabrication steps (ESI,‡
Section 4.1) but only occurs in full strongly coupled structures. As
in previous systems, the lm and microcavity spectral shapes
exhibit negligible evolution over this decay (ESI, Fig. S11‡). In the
lm this is because all emission we detect is from S1, populated by
triplet–triplet annihilation from 1(TT).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Likewise, in the microcavity the constant spectral shape
indicates that the emission is mediated by the lower polariton
state, also populated by annihilation of triplet pairs in the
reservoir. However, the clear delineation into two kinetic
regimes in Fig. 4d suggests that on long times (>100 ns) this
process follows a distinct pathway that is unavailable in the
lm. To identify this pathway, in Fig. 5a we compare our results
with published data from TIPS-tetracene polycrystalline lms
that show identical absorption spectra and uorescence life-
times to our own and are thus equivalent.54,56 Interestingly, the
bulk of our microcavity-enhanced emission coincides with the
time frame when quintet states are observed in the lm (dashed
line), and we conclude that the lower polariton can be directly
populated by the quintet pairs.

We can describe the effect of strong coupling with the simple
kinetic model illustrated in Fig. 5b (see ESI,‡ Section 5, for
details). Here, TTbright denotes well-dened triplet-pair states
able to couple directly to S1 (e.g. 1(TT)); these states quickly
establish a thermal equilibrium with S1 upon which spin
evolution of the pair occurs.54 TTdark includes all pair states that
do not directly or strongly interact with S1, such as the previ-
ously observed 5(TT) state and the mixed-spin 1(TT)–5(TT) state.
Using published data54,56,65 to x the forward and reverse singlet
ssion rates k(�)SF, the conversion rates between bright and
dark TT states k(�)dark and the rate of spin dephasing into the
uncoupled pair (T1 + T1) k(�)spin, we arrive at a highly con-
strained model that can simultaneously describe all reported
neat-lm TIPS-tetracene dynamics,54–56 including our own data.
To describe the situation in our microcavities, we include the
new emissive LPB state and use the same intrinsic rate
constants for the photophysics involving states within the
exciton reservoir. The only new rate constants that appear,
kpol_x, describe the transfer of population from the exciton
reservoir states x to the LPB. We have identied only two
scenarios that agree with our experimental results for the
microcavity. (1) The rate constant k�dark is greatly enhanced,
enabling harvesting of the large TTdark population via S1, while
kpol_d is negligible. The LPB in this regime is only directly
populated from relaxation of singlet states in the reservoir. This
would mean that strong coupling to S1 perturbs the spin physics
of uncoupled states within the cavity. Alternatively, (2) kpol_d >
0 and all other rates remain the same, allowing direct transfer
from the reservoir of TTdark excitons into the LPB. While both
routes are very surprising, we consider the kpol_d pathway to be
much more probable, and it provides a better t to the full
dataset (ESI, Fig. S15‡). The chief effect of strong coupling is
thus to open an energetically downhill pathway for population
transfer from TTdark into the emissive LPB. Let us briey
abound in this latter proposed scenario.

It is interesting that given the long lifetime of the TTdark

excitons and the fast cavity leakage rate, the TTdark / LPB rate
does not need to be large to enable a large effect in the delayed
photoluminescence. The associated downhill population
transfer can occur via a combination of radiative pumping or via
nonadiabatic transfer mechanisms, where the rate-limiting step
is respectively mediated by photonic or matter components. In
radiative pumping, a small S1 fraction of the TTdark manifold
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354 | 349
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allows for the emission of phonons and a red-shied virtual
photon52 that is absorbed by the LPB; in nonadiabatic transfer,
the electronic coupling between TTdark and LPB mediates the
transfer of population accompanied by emission of phonons.41

In either mechanism, there needs to be a nite electronic
coupling between TTdark to S1 which, although expected to be
very small, is large enough to provide the physical mechanism
whereby the TTdark reservoir can directly feed the LPB.
Discussion

In all the systems we have studied in which triplets are formed,
triplet–triplet annihilation leads to longer-lived emission in the
strong-coupled microcavity compared with the bare lm.
Because of the long timescales involved, this is a signicant
effect even though the prompt emission from these states is
weak. Integration of the kinetics in Fig. 2–4 suggests a polariton-
induced enhancement to the total emission of up to 150% (ESI,
Fig. S16‡). Based on the model system TIPS-tetracene, and the
fact that in all systems in which we observe microcavity-
enhanced emission on these timescales the primary species
are uncoupled triplet excitons, we have suggested that the
enhanced emission comes from harvesting 5(TT) into the lower
polariton. This result is entirely unprecedented: direct interac-
tion between these pair-states and the polariton is spin- and
symmetry-forbidden, and thus very weak. Thus, our observa-
tions show that strong coupling can alter the photophysics even
of states that cannot interact directly with light.
Theoretical foundations of the kinetic model

To shed more insight into the experimental results above, we
highlight the essential features of the kinetic model (see Fig. 6a,
which is a simplied version of Fig. 5b). As emphasized before,
Fig. 6 Relevant relaxation pathways within the microcavity. The signi
reservoirs (thick rectangles) and the polariton branches (thin rectangles
faster than transfer of population from a reservoir to polariton modes (thi
relative to the corresponding one for the inverse process kd_S� kS_d effec
efficient channel of photon emission would be through the direct transfe
releases photons out of the cavity very quickly. For simplicity, our schem
long-time limit where the delayed photoluminescence is determined by
a faster feeding of the LPB by the dark S1 manifold compared to the time
activated delayed fluorescence chromophores), the delayed photolum
microcavity and cavity-free scenarios, since its decay profile is determin

350 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354
we consider rate constants of transfer between dark exciton
manifolds as identical to the corresponding rate constants in
the cavity-free case. We also expect the rates that account for
transfer from dark exciton reservoirs to polariton modes (kpol_x)
to be smaller than their corresponding out-of-cavity analogues
(e.g. population transfer between TTdark and S1) by Neff z
O(106)–O(109) to account for the deleterious effect of delocal-
ization of the nal polariton states.40 This dilution factor can be
intuitively explained through the mismatch in wavefunction
delocalization of these states: in the presence of disorder, the
dark excitons can be regarded as essentially localized on
particular molecular sites while polaritons are delocalized
through the coherence length of the optical cavity mode, so the
overlap between initial and nal states scales as 1/Neff. These
‘direct’ processes between dark states and the polariton modes
may thus seem strongly disfavoured but, as we shall argue, they
play a crucial role in the long-time photophysics of the presently
studied organic polariton systems.

Another important fact to consider is that singlet ssion in
TIPS-tetracene occurs on the picosecond timescale,54 whereas
the triplet–triplet annihilation process lifetime is on the order
of nanoseconds,65 the latter being approximately one order of
magnitude faster than the uorescence lifetime of the bright
singlet excitons (see Fig. 6a and ESI‡ for the rate constants used
in our model and their justication). In the bare lm scenario,
these conditions imply that a thermal equilibrium which is
heavily biased towards the exciton reservoir of TTbright states is
quickly established well before emission of a photon occurs via
the S1 states. The additional irreversible transfer from TTbright to
TTdark states leads to the accumulation of population in the
latter. Once most of the initial population is trapped in the
TTdark manifold, the uorescence signal is negligible as a result
of the slow back transfer from TTdark to TTbright states, and the
presumably small (effective) coupling between TTdark and S1
ficant difference between the density of states of the (dark) exciton
) renders the transitions between the exciton reservoirs (thick arrows)
n arrows). (a) In TIPS-tetracene, we argue that a large rate constant kS_d
tively traps the equilibrated population in the TTdark manifold. Themost
r to the LPB, in spite of kd_S [ kpol_d, since the leakage rate k[ kpol_d
e here omits the TTbright manifold (see Fig. 5b) since we consider the

the population in TTdark. (b) In contrast to our results, in the scenario of
scales of transition between triplet T and dark S1 states (as in thermally-
inescence signal is, in general, expected to be the same in both

ed by the rate-limiting step associated with kT/S.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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states. This behavior is captured in Fig. 6a by the coarse-grained
effective rate constants kS_d and kd_S, which are heavily biased
towards TTdark (these effective rate constants are implicit
functions of kSF, k�SF, kdark, k�dark and therefore, should be
understood as incorporating the mediating role of TTbright,
which we omit for simplicity).

While the coupling between TTdark and S1 states is small and
irrelevant in the cavity-free case, it turns out to be of prime
relevance inside of the microcavity as it provides the only direct
channel to funnel TTdark population into the LPB. This process
is guaranteed to be slow due to the small electronic mixing
between TTdark and S1, as well as the large dilution factor of Neff.
Yet, it is followed by a very fast photonic leakage via the
photonic component of LPB. Thus, photon emission via the
direct pathway TTdark / LPB ends up being more efficient than
its TTdark / S1 / LPB counterpart, where the equilibrium of
dark S1 4 TTdark (largely biased towards TTdark) precludes the
population trapped in TTdark to reach the dark S1 states in due
time (see Fig. 6a). This biased equilibrium implies that this
detrapping of TTdark population via the LPB is expected to occur
even when TTdark / S1 (which is already small) is faster than
TTdark / LPB.

Our present result seems at odds with previous reports
showing that the LPB does not necessarily offer an advantage on
the harvesting of delayed uorescence from triplets in organic
materials, even when the lower polariton branch is below the
triplet states.40 To understand this apparent discrepancy, we
notice the difference in timescales between singletssion/triplet–
triplet annihilation (relevant in the present experiment) and
those for reverse- and intersystem-crossing (which are the
mechanisms that come into play for individual triplet harvesting;
see Fig. 6b). Both reverse- and intersystem crossing processes are
on the ms timescale,66 three orders of magnitude slower than the
uorescence lifetime of singlets. Upon strong coupling, the
population trapped in the dark triplet states gives rise to photo-
luminescence through the most efficient channel, which in this
Fig. 7 Mixed electronic states within a microcavity. Illustrative schematic
the reservoir of dark excitons. The latter shall be understood as compo
a generalised reaction coordinate, e.g. exhibiting increasing mixing with C
to their predominant character, other states also contribute to their wa
through the S1-polaritons. The coupling of the pure 5(TT) state to the
population demonstrated in this study.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
case corresponds to the T / S1 / LPB pathway, where T
accounts for the triplet states. The direct T / LPB pathway is
unable to compete with the indirect pathway in view of the large
density of states of the T manifold compared to the LPB. In other
words, the T population is not as efficiently trapped in Fig. 6b as
the TTdark population is in Fig. 6a, so the direct T / LPB path-
ways offers no incentives to be utilized. In consequence, the ex-
pected decay prole of the microcavity photoluminescence
follows the same timescale as that for the cavity-free case, given
that the rate-limiting step in both cavity-free and cavity cases is
the very slow reverse intersystem crossing channel from triplet to
singlet reservoirs. To summarize, the mechanism in Fig. 6b is in
sharp contrast with our results, where the predominant mecha-
nism of photoluminescence is different in the microcavity
compared to the bare lm case.
Role of mixed adiabatic states

A critical element in cavity mediated harvesting of TT population
in TIPS-tetracene and related systems is that there must be non-
zero electrostatic coupling between the high-spin pair TT states
and the polariton. The process of singlet ssion is generally
described in simplistic terms, where a singlet exciton splits into
a pair of triplet excitons which are initially coupled into a triplet
pair. In reality, these excited states are not pure diabatic states but
rather mixed adiabatic states. Thus the nominal S1 state is oen
substantially mixed with higher-lying charge-transfer excitons
(CT)67 and even attains some TT character. The 1(TT) state is also
substantially mixed with CT and S1, resulting in signicant
binding with respect to two free triplets52,53,68–70 (essential for
ssion to even be possible in TIPS-tetracene54) and providing
a channel for this formally dark state to emit directly.52–54,70 The
mixed character of both states enables ultrafast singlet
ssion52,54,71,72 and efficient equilibration between (adiabatic) S1
and 1(TT).54 Once formed, the adiabatic 1(TT) state can exhibit
further evolution. The constituent triplets within the pair can
interact through exchange coupling. In the regime of weak
of the energy landscape and mixed electronic states that contribute to
sed of states with chemical character varying on a continuum along
T and TT states. While the adiabatic states are often named according
vefunctions. Here, mixing with S1 allows ‘miscibility’ with the photon
photon is small, yet crucial to the cavity mediated harvesting of TT

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354 | 351
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exchange coupling, the initially created 1(TT) state mixes with
other spin congurations via dipolar interactions, resulting in
a triplet pair with mixed singlet and quintet character.73 This
regime has been detected in TIPS-tetracene using magnetic reso-
nance techniques,55 and it is likely that the formation of this dark
1(TT)–5(TT) mixed state is responsible for the �10 ns decay of
delayed uorescence in lms54 as the state loses its (pure) singlet
character. The recent observation in the same and other materials
of strongly exchange-coupled triplet pairs suggests that the
exchange interaction must uctuate over time.56,58–60,62,74 The
coexistence of these two regimes on similar timescales indicates
that the weakly and strongly exchange-coupled triplet pairs are in
dynamic equilibrium, probably driven by thermal uctuations in
the exchange interaction (off-diagonal dynamic disorder).61

Importantly, the physical mechanism behind the uctuating
exchange coupling is not linked to singlet ssion but is an intrinsic
property of organicmaterials.We can thus expect comparable spin
evolution to occur in triplet–triplet annihilation systems, where the
rst step is formation of a TT encounter complex.

Conclusions

We see, then, that all of the relevant electronic states in the
singlet ssion pathway are connected by excited-state mixing, as
shown in Fig. 7. Mixed adiabatic states are a critical driver in
photophysical processes such as ultrafast intersystem
crossing,75 thermally activated delayed uorescence,76 singlet
exciton ssion52,54 and its reverse, triplet–triplet annihilation.
This property is a critical distinction from inorganic semi-
conductors, but it is rarely considered explicitly in the exciton-
polariton eld. Thus, when the photon couples to S1 to form
polaritons, it in fact interacts with all the states that mix with S1.
Consequently, all states that mix with S1 may acquire some
ability to interact with the polaritonic states. In polaritonic
systems in which triplet–triplet annihilation occurs, this creates
a pathway to populate the radiative lower polariton branch and
thus a route to harvest light from nominally dark diabatic
states. Whether the mechanism of polariton feeding proceeds
through a radiative (photon-mediated) or a nonradiative
(material-mediated) will require further research.

The matrix element coupling the dark pair-states to S1 must
exist even in the neat lm, but the coupling is evidently too small
to overcome the energetic or kinetic barriers against delayed
emission, and very little is detected. The microcavity offers
changes to the energetic structure and reorganisation energies,40,41

as well as additional radiative and nonradiative rates (Fig. 5 and 6)
that enable even this weak coupling element to contribute signif-
icantly to emission. While the above explains any microcavity
emission originating from 1(TT), it does not on its own explain our
observation of 5(TT) harvesting. Our cavity modied kinetics reveal
a correlation with the strongly exchange-coupled, pure 5(TT) state.
The latter exists in equilibrium with the weakly exchange-coupled
1(TT)–5(TT) mixed state,55,56,61,73 which itself can mix with the
photon through its 1(TT) component. Hence, in the strong exciton-
photon coupling regime, mixed states gain a weak but non-zero
coupling element to populate the emissive lower polariton
branch. Thanks to dynamic uctuations in the exchange coupling,
352 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 343–354
this allows even completely dark states like 5(TT) to serve as
a reservoir for polariton emission.

Interestingly, this behaviour could allow for an improvement in
solid-state photon up-conversion. Simple spin considerations
suggest that the maximum quantum efficiency of up-conversion
should be �11%, as only 1 of 9 possible TT pair states/
encounter complexes have zero spin (i.e. 1(TT)). Distinctly higher
efficiencies have been observed in solution, attributed to the
higher spin-states such as 5(TT) dissociating without signicant
loss to reform 1(TT).46,77 This has never been observed in the solid
state. In an optimised uorescence up-conversion system, the
ability to directly harvest 5(TT) encounter complexes in the weak
spin-interaction regime should boost the maximum efficiency. At
the same time, the resulting up-converted polariton emission
would be well-directed, thereby simplifying collection. A similar
mechanism could be used in electrically injected polariton LEDs
and lasers, where triplet excitons constitute 75% of the population
and triplet–triplet annihilation could be used to harvest them.
Because these states are very long-lived, they can make a substan-
tial contribution to the total emission even if the instantaneous
probability to emit is always low.78 The ability of these very long-
lived states to populate the lower polariton can also enable new
applications in polaritonic physics. For example, itmay be possible
to use such a reservoir of non-coupled states to feed a polariton
condensate, increasing its effective lifetime. This may be equiva-
lent to the continuous pumping of exciton reservoir states in GaAs
microcavities to continually repopulate the polariton condensate.13

Such long-lived condensates would be important for practical
applications of room-temperature polariton lasing. This concept
also vastly expands the scope of microcavity-controlled chemistry,
which seeks to alter material properties and light-induced
dynamics through strong light-matter coupling.1–3,6–11 The inter-
actions implicit in the adiabatic picturemean that strong coupling
may perturb not only the state that dominates the absorption
spectrum, but also some states that mix with it. Our work presents
new opportunities to control processes in which an absorbing
state mixes with dark states, for example charge transfer, biolog-
ical light harvesting, energy transfer and intersystem crossing.
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